
Sebastián Tobón Hernández
Senior Web UI Developer - Passionate about Vue.js
Medellín - Colombia| +57 3183546105| setohe.09@gmail.com

Github: https://github.com/setohe0909

Linkedin: https://co.linkedin.com/in/sebastiantobon

Portfolio:  https://vokzen.carbonmade.com/

Twitter:  @setoohe

2017 - present

2016 - present

Senior Frontend Developer - Freelance
Santex
My participation focused on the development of products at a visual level with technologies
such as front end. In the same way making use of agile frameworks as a scrum for the day to
day of the project.

We also participated in processes to raise requirements and user experience with the client and
consultants focused on this type of problem.

Technologies such as:

- Angular (Version 2 and 4)
- Angular CLI
- Saa and CSS 
- Development of the product.
- Construction of the development architecture.
- Communication with the different stakeholders of the product in stages of analysis, design
and development.

Co-Founder and Vue.js Developer
Vokzen
We transform ideas into inmersive, useful and engaging experiences creating the most
innovative products. We help businesses grow in different areas with technology and design
across digital ecosystems.

He also participated as a product owner in the development of projects and functional
definitions

I meet with knowledge in these areas:

- Scrum
- Planning
- Architecture construction

And development in:

He also participated as a product owner in the development of projects and functional
definitions:

- Angular
- Ionic 3
- Vue.js
- Vuex
- React

I am a responsible person who loves to
learn and appropriate the work that is
being executed, in order to achieve the
expected results and a final product with
excellent quality. I have the same attitude
of leading processes or being a
collaborator in the maturity of the
processes or methodologies that can be
given to undertake in some area in
specific.

In the implementation of technological
development I am very close in Open
Source technologies and passionate by
the world of javascript and all its flavors.

I am very of the end of which the most
effective learning occurs through
immersion or self-taught processes giving
as this a more appropriate result at the
moment of approach certain areas of
knowledge or specific technologies.

Friendly

English

Project Leadership

Infrastructure

Community

Software development

UX/UI
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2015 - 2017

2015 - 2015

- Redux
- Rest API
- GraphQL
- Patterns with Javascript.
- Prototype
- EMCS6 or Babel
- Webpack
- Node.js
- Loopback (Node.js API Framework)
- Styling with CSS and Less
- AWS 
- Firebase
- MySQL

Senior Web UI Developer
KometSales
Front End developer with big knowledge in javascript frameworks as:

- Angular
- Backbone and Marionette
- Requiere.js
- React.js + Flux
- Ionic with Angular 1.x
- Vue.js

I've participated upon based project on technologies as:

- Patterns with Javascript.
- Prototype
- EMCS6 or Babel
- Webpack
- Node.js
- Styling with CSS and Less

I've develop in backend:

- Java with Spring Framework

Web UI Developer
Globant
I've participated upon based project in technologies oriented mainly web app and different
plugins or component for landing page. Also I've used tools or technologies for part Front End
as:

Frameworks, libraries or something MVC based on Javascript:
- Backbone.js
- Angular.js
- Ember.js

Frameworks CSS:
- Less
- Sass
- Stylus
- Foundation
- Bootstrap

Frameworks FullStack Javascript or sever side:

- Node.js
- Meteor.js

Meetup Organizer - Vue.js Medellín

https://www.meetup.com/es-ES/Vue-JS-
Medellin/

As JS enthusiasts we want to share and
learn the whole world of Vue.js and what
funnier than creating a community.

 

Vue.js Medellín

Meetup  
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2013 - 2014

The Javascript task runner:

- Grunt
- Gulp

Web Developer
Grupo VideoBase
Construction of applications and landing page linked in social media tools or other channels as
advertising media. Under the following technologies:

Development environment experience in:

- Development in PHP.
- Implementation of Framework as Codeigniter under MVC standard.
- Implementation of Laravel Framework MVC
- Management and modeling of database in MySQL.
- MySQL administration through phpMyAdmin, Workbench.
- Management of HTML5, CSS3 and JS.
- Using jquery Ajax.
- Construction of animations through HTML5 canvas elements.

Framework Front-end:

- Lungo
- Foundation
- Bootstrap

Implementation of CMS as:

- Drupal
- Wordpress
- DotNetNuke

Research and analysis processes were also carried out in the implementation of new
work methodologies and the construction of processes with greater maturity in:

-Testing of applications (black box and white box).
- Programming standards.
-Implementation of agile methodologies.
-Pentesting and analysis of SQL Injection or XSS attacks.
-Instruction project software engineering.

2007 - 2009

2009 - 2012

2012 - 2015

Technical in informatics communication systems
Politecnico Central

Technologist in information systems
ITM

Systems Engineering
ITM

Education  

Computer Skills  
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Javascript Frameworks (Node.js, Angular, Vue.js and React)
Javascript and EmacScript 6.
PHP (Laravel, codeIgniter).
Java 8 and Android SDK.
AWS products
CSS (Flexbox, Sass, Less)
MySQL, SQL and Firebase
Typescript
Rest API
GraphQL
LoopBack (Node.js Framework)
CMS: Wordpress, Umbraco, DotNetNuke and Drupal.
Linux, Mac OS y usuario de Windows
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